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Deep learning in the lab
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ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge, Russakovsky et al, 2012

Deep learning in the wild

“ I want to use deep learning to optimize the design,
manufacturing and operation of our aircrafts. But
I need some guarantees. ” -- Aerospace Director

Robustness is Essential to Real-World Systems
• Many different concrete formal definitions.
Input/output or dynamical

Smoothness or invariance

The behavior of system should be stable
under disturbances to the environment
the system is operating in.
Adversarial perturbations, domain shift, etc.

Two Vignettes in Robustness
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Detecting Adversarial Examples via Neural Fingerprinting,
Sumanth Dathathri, Stephan Zheng, Tianwei Yin, Yisong Yue, Richard M. Murray, arXiv.

Adversarial Examples
Given: data (x, y), loss function L, and model parameters 𝜃, an attacker
tries to find x’ = x + dx such that:
A defender tries to find a 𝜃, mechanism, …, to ensure no solutions x’
exist within distance 𝛿 of x.
2014 - ... : ongoing “arms race”.
Many attacks and defenses have been proposed in recent years.
Many defenses have been broken by stronger attacks.
Hard to (theoretically) guarantee robustness.

Landscape of Adversarial Robustness Regimes
Robust Detection vs Prediction

non-adversarial :)

Black-Box: Attacker only
has black-box access to f.
Grey-Box: Attacker has
access to f, training data,
but not to a secret key.
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adversarial!
monkey

Black-Box/Grey-Box/White-Box

White-Box: Attacker has
access to everything.

Neural Fingerprinting

Robust Detection under Grey-Box Adversarial Attacks
• Given: fingerprint 𝛥x, {𝛥yj}, and a trained model f.
• NFP does “local consistency check” around input x.

yes → x is ok :)
no → x is adversarial!

Neural Fingerprinting

Robust Detection under Grey-Box Adversarial Attacks
• Intuition: increasingly hard to find perturbation dx that conforms
with a collection of (secret) fingerprints!
Fingerprints:

Robust Detection:

Training with Neural Fingerprinting
• (Assume fingerprints already chosen)
Original Training Loss

Fingerprint Training Loss

k is ground truth class

Visualizing Fingerprint Loss
• Toy example, 2 classes, 4 fingerprints

Without NFP

With NFP

(Theoretical characterization for linear models in paper)

NFP Loss

Choosing Fingerprints
• Choose 𝛥x, {𝛥yj} by random sampling.

p resampled for each i

𝛼 = 0.25, 𝛽 = 0.75 (method is not sensitive)
Grey-Box: fingerprints not known to attacker
White-box: fingerprints known to attacker

Whole Recipe
• Choose Fingerprints via Random Sampling
• Train NN model w/ Fingerprint Loss
• Deploy NN model
• Detects fake examples while also doing prediction

Grey-Box: Near-Perfect Detection of SotA Attacks

Grey-Box: Near-Perfect Detection of SotA Attacks

MNIST

CIFAR-10

White-Box: Robust Against Existing Attacks

• We subsequently designed new attack to break Neural Fingerprinting
in Adaptive White-Box Setting.
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Stable Drone Landing
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Ground effect

Neural Lander: Stable Drone Landing Control using Learned Dynamics

Guanya Shi, Xichen Shi, Michael O'Connell, Rose Yu, Kamyar Azizzadenesheli, Anima Anandkumar,
Yisong Yue, Soon-Jo Chung. ICRA 2019

Robust Landing Control

PD

(with pre-collected data)

PID

Neural-Lander (PD+Fa)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C_K8MkC_SSQ

Neural Lander: Stable Drone Landing Control using Learned Dynamics Guanya Shi, Xichen Shi, Michael
O'Connell, Rose Yu, Kamyar Azizzadenesheli, Anima Anandkumar, Yisong Yue, Soon-Jo Chung. ICRA 2019

Controller Design (simplified)
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• Nonlinear Feedback Linearization:
𝑢0,1203- = 𝐾6 𝜂

𝑝 − 𝑝∗
𝜂=
𝑣 − 𝑣∗

Stability Guarantee:
Time delay
Feedback Linearization (PD control)
(simplified)

• Cancel

Desired Trajectory
(tracking error)
Unmodeled
disturbance

𝜆120 𝐾 − 𝐿'𝜌
𝜖
𝜂(t) ≤ 𝜂(0) exp
𝑡 +
𝐶
𝜆120 𝐾 − 𝐿'𝜌
out ground effect 𝐹' (𝑠, 𝑢,-. ): 𝑢 = 𝑢0,1203- + 𝑢>?62.@3Lipschitz of NN
𝜖
⟹ 𝜂(t) →
Exponentially
fast
(time
delay)
'
𝜆120 Lipschitz
𝐾 − 𝐿𝜌 & small time delay
Requires

Uncertain Dynamics => Uncertain Control
Overly Conservative
Smooth Landing
Crash!

Worst Case Analysis: we might crash!
Note: analysis requires propagating uncertainty over time
Robust Regression for Safe Exploration in Control
Anqi Liu, Guanya Shi, Soon-Jo Chung, Anima Anandkumar, Yisong Yue, arXiv

Certify Safety of Landing Trajectories

(Adversarial Analysis Based on Current Training Data)

Empirical Visualization

(Pre-Collected Training Data, via Spectral Normalization)
Spectral Normalized

Conventional DNN

Height (m)

Ground Effect (N)

Vertical Velocity (m/s)

Neural Lander: Stable Drone Landing Control using Learned Dynamics

Guanya Shi, Xichen Shi, Michael O'Connell, Rose Yu, Kamyar Azizzadenesheli, Anima Anandkumar,
Yisong Yue, Soon-Jo Chung. ICRA 2019

Adversarial Analysis of Tracking Error
(a)
𝜆120

Need worst-case analysis
on test trajectory!

Height m

Tracking Error:

𝜖
𝐾 − 𝐿'𝜌

Robust Regression for Safe Exploration in Control
Anqi Liu, Guanya Shi, Soon-Jo Chung, Anima Anandkumar, Yisong Yue, arXiv

Vertical Velocity m/s

(e)

Key Tool: Robust Regression
• Goal: learn P(y|x) that is robust to target distribution
Chosen Adversarially
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s.t.

𝑃`S 𝑦 𝑥 fits training data
Robust Regression for Safe Exploration in Control
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Minimize “surprise”
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The corresponding perturbation bounds for a linear function class is,
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Robust Regression Guarantee

For deep robust regression, we utilize spectral normalized deep neural networks [9] and upper bound
the Radermacher Complexity using the bounded spectral complexity [9].
Corollary 2. [The neural network case] Let neural networks (x) = FA (x) use L fixed nonlinearities ( 1 , ..., L ), which are ⇢i -Lipschitz and i (0) = 0. Let reference matrices
(C1 , .., CL ) be given,
p
P
L
2
as well as spectral norm bounds (si )L
i=1 , and l1 norm bounds (bi )i=1 . If
i ||xi ||2  I, for robust
regression using network FA with weight matrices A = (A1 , ..., AL ) and maximum dimension of
each layer is at most D obey ||Ai ||  si , ||ATi
CiT ||2,1  bi , and ||FA (x)||2  X, the following
holds with probability at least 1
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where RA is the spectral complexity of networks FA (x), RA :=
corresponding perturbation bounds for spectral normalized deep neural networks is,
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3 Control with a Robust Regression Dynamics Estimator

Robust Regression for Safe Exploration in Control
Anqi Liu, Guanya Shi, Soon-Jo
Chung,toAnima
Anandkumar,
Yisong using
Yue, arXiv
We propose
learn the
non-linear dynamics
deep robust regression under covariate shift, which
is used to safely explore and collect data to improve model accuracy and derive improved control

Integration with Control

we define target data in a specific set and use robust regression for learning dynamics. We show
kx(t) xd (t)k , kx̃(t)k (Euclidean distance between the desired trajectory and the real trajectory)
is bounded when the error of the dynamics estimation is bounded. Again, recall that x = [q, q̇] is our
state, and xd (t) is the desired trajectory.
Theorem 2. Suppose x is in some compact set X , and ✏m = supx2X k✏k. Then x̃ will exponentially
converge to the following ball: limt!1 kx̃(t)k = · ✏m , where
s
1
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) .
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3.4 Safe exploration algorithm
Theorem
2 indicates
that if we can design a com- Algorithm 2 Safe Exploration for Control using
Worst-case
uncertainty
pact set
X and find
the corresponding maximum Robust Dynamics Estimation
in realized
trajectory
error bound ✏m = supx2X k✏k on it, we can use
it to decide whether a trajectory in this set is safe Input: Pool of desired trajectories with paramek
or not by checking whether its worst-case possible ter k, xd (t), k = 1, 2, ...., K, cost function J, robust regression model of dynamics f , controller U ,
tracking
trajectory
is inExploration
the safetyinset
S.
Robust
Regression
for Safe
Control
2
safety set S, base distribution N (µ0 ,
ter

Anqi Liu, Guanya Shi, Soon-Jo Chung, Anima Anandkumar, Yisong Yue, arXiv

In practice, we design a pool of desired trajectories

2

0 ),

parame-

Results
(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure
4: TopforRow.
Results
on the pendulum task: (a) the first, (b) the third, and
Robust Regression
Safe Exploration
in Control
Anqi Liu, Guanya Shi, Soon-Jo Chung, Anima Anandkumar, Yisong Yue, arXiv
phase
portrait of angle and angular velocity, dashed line shows the worst-case p
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Center for Autonomous Systems and Technologies
A New Vision for Autonomy

http://cast.caltech.edu
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Autonomous Dynamic Robots

lizes a 670 hp (500 kW) synchronous motor driving a
16-blade variable pitch fan and can achieve flow speeds
up to 168 mph (75 m/s). It uses adaptive wall technology to minimize the wall interference and reduce the need
for data corrections required in straight-wall tunnel tests.
Based on the measured pressure distribution around the Figure 14: Caltech’s Lucas wind tunnel
investigated model the wall contour is adapted to the cur- (1.3 m tall and 1.8 m wide)
rent model configuration to mimic an infinite flow field.
Equipped with a highly accurate 6-component strain gage balance, this tunnel provides precise data
about aerodynamic forces and moments. In addition, the Lucas Wind Tunnel is designed to facilitate particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements, which enables a full dynamic characterization
of the flow field around any investigated model. The equipment was originally designed to fit within
the confines of the 90 x 30 x 20 feet (27.4 x 9.1 x 6.1 m) room in which it sits.
The Aerospace Robotics and Control Laboratory at
Caltech, directed by PI Chung, has the facility and equipgure 1. Autonomous flight of Caltech’s electric VTOL with
ment to
namically-sweeping wings (Fig. ??) under a wide spectrum
of develop full-autonomous aerial robots, such as
vere wind conditions generated by the 1296-fan-array.robotic multicopter systems with custom onboard autopilot systems and single-board computers for computer↵erent maneuvers such as gliding, 3D turning,
divvision
based navigation and control, and robotic flapping
flying bats (AFOSR Young Investigator Award, 20099
2011 and NSF CAREER Award 2013-2018). Our new
spacecraft research laboratory consists of a large spacecraft fabrication space with a clean room and one of the
largest spacecraft motion simulation flat floors among

http://cast.caltech.edu
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